The OPAL

Air Survey
Booklet

Please note: Online data entry for the OPAL Air Survey is now closed.
However, you can still use the Air Survey to investigate
air quality in your local area.

Introduction
Good air quality is important. It is essential for our health and for the health of the
natural environment. Although air quality in the UK is better today than it has been
for many decades, air pollutants can still reach levels which can cause harm to
human health, crop yields, water quality and biodiversity.

About the Air Survey
OPAL is running activities that will help us learn more about how the natural
LU]PYVUTLU[PZHќLJ[LKI`HPYWVSS\[PVU)`NL[[PUNPU]VS]LKPU[OL67(3(PY:\Y]L`
and submitting your results to www.opalexplorenature.org, you will be helping us
to understand the impact of air quality both in your local area and across the country.
;OLÄYZ[Z[HNLVM[OL67(3(PY:\Y]L`^HZIHZLKHSTVZ[LU[PYLS`PU,UNSHUK"^LHYL
now extending the survey to build up a more detailed picture of air quality across
the whole of the UK.

;OL 67(3 (PY :\Y]L` \ZLZ IPVSVNPJHS PUKPJH[VYZ VY ºIPVPUKPJH[VYZ»" ZWLJPLZ ^OVZL
presence or performance is sensitive to changes in environmental conditions. OPAL
has developed two new bioindicator methods that anyone can use to investigate
nitrogen-containing air pollutants.

Nitrogen oxides and ammonia
;OL67(3(PY:\Y]L`MVJ\ZLZVU[OL[^VTHPUUP[YVNLUJVU[HPUPUNHPYWVSS\[HU[ZPU
[OL<2!HTTVUPHHUKUP[YVNLUV_PKLZUP[YPJV_PKLHUKUP[YVNLUKPV_PKL(S[OV\NO
moderate levels of nitrogen stimulate the growth of most plants and fungi, high levels
of ammonia and nitrogen oxides can reduce the growth of sensitive species, thereby
changing the natural world around us.
Nitrogen oxides are mainly produced from burning of fossil fuels associated with
power generation and transport. Large urban areas and places close to busy
roads have the highest concentrations of nitrogen dioxide. In contrast, the highest
ammonia concentrations are found in the countryside. High levels of ammonia are
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found in areas of livestock farming, and close to intensive chicken and pig units,
as ammonia is released in animal wastes.
Maps 1 and 2 show the national distributions of nitrogen dioxide and ammonia.
;OLZLTHWZZOV^H]LYHNLJVUJLU[YH[PVUZV]LYX\P[LSHYNLNYPKZX\HYLZRTMVY
UP[YVNLUKPV_PKLHUKRTMVYHTTVUPHHUK[OL`HYLIHZLKVUJVTW\[LYTVKLSZ
YH[OLY[OHUTLHZ\YLTLU[ZPUL]LY`NYPKZX\HYL;OL67(3(PY:\Y]L`IPVPUKPJH[VYZ
may therefore provide valuable additional information about levels of nitrogenJVU[HPUPUNHPYWVSS\[HU[ZH[ZWLJPÄJSVJH[PVUZ
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Map 1. Nitrogen dioxide in the UK
H]LYHNLJVUJLU[YH[PVUZMVY
:\WWSPLKI`+LMYH*YV^UJVW`YPNO[

Map 2. Ammonia in the UK
H]LYHNLJVUJLU[YH[PVUZMVY
:\WWSPLKI`+LMYH*YV^UJVW`YPNO[

Bioindicators of ammonia and nitrogen oxides
In this survey we are looking for lichens that are known to grow particularly well
when they are close to sources of ammonia and nitrogen oxides, as well as lichens
that do not like excessive nitrogen in any form. Lichens are well known indicators of
air quality. We are also looking for a fungus, commonly known as tar spot, that we
believe is sensitive to nitrogen oxides.
(a) Lichens
3PJOLUZ ^PSS NYV^ VU HSTVZ[ HU` Z\YMHJL PUJS\KPUN [YLLZ YVJRZ ZVPS HUK HY[PÄJPHS
surfaces such as concrete and tarmac. In this survey we are looking for lichens on
trees. Lichens grow best in light and where they are not competing with tall grass,
shrubs or climbing plants.
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(b) Tar spot of Sycamore
@V\TH`OH]LZLLUº[HYZWV[Z»VU[OLSLH]LZVM:`JHTVYL[YLLZ;OLZLISHJRZWV[Z
are caused by the fungus Rhytisma acerinum, which is widely distributed across the
UK. The fungus spends the winter in infected leaf litter on the ground. In the spring,
it produces spores which are transported to newly emerging leaves by the wind and
ZTHSSPUZLJ[Z(M[LYPUMLJ[PVUSHYNLLHZPS`PKLU[PÄLKº[HYZWV[Z»KL]LSVWVU[OLSLH]LZ
I`1\S`HUK(\N\Z[+LZWP[L[OLZLZWV[Z[OLM\UN\ZPZUV[[OV\NO[[VOH]LHSHYNL
LќLJ[VU[OLOLHS[OVMPUMLJ[LK[YLLZ

How is air pollution changing?
0U JVU[YHZ[ [V [OL ]PZPISL ZTVNZ [OH[ HќLJ[LK JP[PLZ PU [OL WHZ[ T\JO VM [OL HPY
WVSS\[PVUPU[OL<2[VKH`PZSHYNLS`PU]PZPISLHUKZVTVYLKPѝJ\S[[VKL[LJ[HS[OV\NO
you may be able to smell the pollutants from car exhausts, farmyards and heavy
industry. The levels of all the major air pollutants are measured regularly at sites
across the UK. We know from these results that the chemical composition of the
air has changed considerably over recent decades. Policies to reduce air pollutants
HUK[OLH]HPSHIPSP[`VMºJSLHU[LJOUVSVN`»OH]LSLK[VHZOHYWYLK\J[PVUPUSL]LSZVM
some pollutants such as sulphur dioxide. However, there has been much less of
a fall in the levels of nitrogen-containing pollutants, and these are the focus of the
67(3(PY:\Y]L`@V\JHUYLHKTVYLHIV\[HPYX\HSP[`^OLYL`V\SP]LI`]PZP[PUN
http://uk-air.defra.gov.uk

Survey preparation
;OL67(3(PY:\Y]L`OHZ[^VWHY[Z\ZPUN[^VKPќLYLU[IPVPUKPJH[VYZ!
Activity 1:3PJOLUZVU[YLLZWHNLZ
Activity 2:;HYZWV[VUZ`JHTVYLWHNLZ
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These two activities do not need to be carried out at the same place or at the same
time. This booklet contains instructions for carrying out both parts of the OPAL
(PY:\Y]L`HUK[HISLZPU^OPJO[VLU[LY`V\YYLZ\S[Z@V\^PSSHSZVULLK[OLLichen
,GHQWLðFDWLRQ *XLGH to identify the indicator lichens and the 7UHH ,GHQWLðFDWLRQ
*XLGH to identify the trees on which they grow.

Essential equipment to take outside with you
t

t
t

;OL67(3(PY:\Y]L`WHJR^OPJOJVU[HPUZ
this survey Booklet*,/LFKHQ,GHQWLðFDWLRQ
*XLGH,7UHH,GHQWLðFDWLRQ
*XLGH and OPAL PDJQLðHU
A tape measureVY\ZL[OL
tape measure on the Lichen
,GHQWLðFDWLRQ*XLGH
A pencil or waterproof pen

Useful items to take outside
(if you have them)
t
t
t

(THWVY.7:KL]PJL
A mobile phone
PUJHZLVMLTLYNLUJPLZ
A camera
;Y`[VJHYY`V\[[OLZ\Y]L`^OLU[OL^LH[OLYPZKY`HZZVTLSPJOLUZJOHUNL
JVSV\YPU[OLYHPUHUK[Y`[VKV[OL[HYZWV[Z\Y]L`IL[^LLU1\S`HUK6J[VILY
^OLU[OLZWV[ZHYLTVZ[KL]LSVWLK



6DIHðHOGZRUN

>LKVU»[HK]PZL`V\[V^VYRVU`V\YV^U;HRLHYLZWVUZPISLMYPLUK^OVJHU
help with your survey and in case things go wrong. Make sure that you know
^OH[[VKVPUHULTLYNLUJ`,UZ\YL[OH[`V\OH]LWLYMVYTLKHYPZRHZZLZZTLU[
where applicable.

Be aware and avoid hazards around trees such as roots, low-hanging branches
HUKMHSSPUNIYHUJOLZ*V]LYHU`J\[ZVYVWLU^V\UKZILMVYLZ[HY[PUN[OLHJ[P]P[`
Take special care when working around trees to avoid getting twigs in the eye.
+VUV[KHTHNLHU`[YLLP[Z[^PNZVYIYHUJOLZ)LJHYLM\SUV[[VKPZ[\YIV[OLY
WSHU[ZHUKSVJHS^PSKSPML,UZ\YL[OH[`V\OH]LWLYTPZZPVUMYVT[OLSHUKV^ULY
to survey lichens and trees on their land. This survey is designed for use in
[OL<2*OLJRSVJHSJVUKP[PVUZPM`V\PU[LUK[V\ZLP[LSZL^OLYL4VYLNLULYHS
ZHML[`PUMVYTH[PVUPZH]HPSHISLMYVT9V`HS:VJPL[`MVY[OL7YL]LU[PVUVM(JJPKLU[Z
www.rospa.com/leisuresafety
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The survey starts here
Activity 1: Lichens on trees
Look for a site with deciduous trees and lots of light. We suggest Oak,
Ash or Sycamore (use the ;YLL0KLU[PÄJH[PVU.\PKLto help you). Avoid
coniferous trees and trees which are heavily shaded (e.g. Beech and
Horse Chestnut) or covered in ivy. Choose 2-4 trees with a single trunk.
If sampling in woodland, use trees at the edge rather than the centre.
Record your results on pages 5–10 as you carry out your survey, and
remember to enter them on the OPAL website at the end.

+H[LVMZ\Y]L`
1. >OVHYL`V\KVPUN[OL(PY:\Y]L`^P[O[VKH`&
Primary school

:LJVUKHY`ZJOVVS

Youth group

Adult volunteer group

Friends or family

*VSSLNL\UP]LYZP[`

Other
2. Have you carYPLKV\[HÄLSKZ\Y]L`before?

yes

no

3. *V\SK`V\PKLU[PM`HSPJOLUILMVYL`V\KPK[OLZ\Y]L`&
4. Are you interested in air quality where you live?

yes

not sure
yes
no

no

not sure

not sure

A Site characteristics
5.9LJVYK[OLSVJH[PVUVM`V\YZP[LWVZ[JVKL6:NYPKYLMLYLUJL.7:YLHKPUN
Further help is available on the OPAL website if you are unsure of the exact location.
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6. Which of these best describes your site?

:[YLL[

Playing *O\YJO`HYK Farmland Garden Wasteland
ÄLSKWHYR

Upland

Woodland
edge

7.*HU`V\ZLLHU`VM[OLMVSSV^PUNULHY[VHU`VM[OL[YLLZ[OH[`V\HYLZHTWSPUN&

Busy
road

:L^HNL
treatment
works

0UK\Z[Y`
factory

Building
site or
quarry

-HYTSHUK
Playing
manure heap ÄLSKWHYR

None of
these

B Tree characteristics
8. Record for each tree:

t

[OL[`WLZWLJPLZVM[YLLVYHUZ^LYº\URUV^U»PM
you are not sure
use the 7UHH,GHQWLðFDWLRQ*XLGH to help you

t

[OLNPY[OJPYJ\TMLYLUJLVM[OL[Y\URPU
JLU[PTL[YLZH[TL[YLZHIV]L[OLNYV\UK

Tree 1

Tree 2

:WLJPLZ!

:WLJPLZ!

Trunk girth:

cm

Trunk girth:

cm

Tree 4

Tree 3
:WLJPLZ!

:WLJPLZ!
Trunk girth:

Measuring girth

cm

Trunk girth:

cm
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C Record indicator lichens on the trunk
Choose the side of the trunk with the most lichens.
Focus just on the lichens between 50–150cm above
ground level.
(S[OV\NO[OLYLTH`ILTHU`KPɈLYLU[[`WLZVM
lichen growing on the trunk, we are only interested
in the nine indicator lichens shown in the Lichen
,GHQWLðFDWLRQ*XLGH. Don’t spend more than about
10 minutes on each tree trunk.

,_HTPUPUNSPJOLUZ
50-150cm
above the ground

9. In the table on page 8 record the total amount of each indicator lichen you see
on the side of the trunk you have chosen as follows:
0 5VUL[OPZPZHUPTWVY[HU[YLZ\S[

1

2

3

1 :THSSHTV\U[V]LYHSSHTV\U[PUN
to less than ¼ of an A4
 ZOLL[VMWHWLYPU[V[HS
2 Medium amount overall
 HTV\U[PUN[VIL[^LLUë\W[V
 VUL(ZOLL[PU[V[HS
3 3HYNLHTV\U[V]LYHSSTVYL[OHU
 VUL(ZOLL[PU[V[HS
A4 sheet

A4 sheet

A4 sheet

10. +PK`V\ÄUKSPJOLUZ[OH[^LYLKPќLYLU[MYVT[OLPUKPJH[VYSPJOLUZPU[OLLichen
,GHQWLðFDWLRQ*XLGH? If so, count how many other types of lichen there are.
9LJVYK[OPZU\TILYPU[OL[HISLWHNL
11. 3VVRMVYNYLLUVYVYHUNLHSNHLVU[OL[Y\UR7SHJLH[PJRPU[OL[HISLWHNLPM
`V\ÄUKVYHUNLVYNYLLUHSNHLVYUVZPNUZVMHSNHL

1 cm

7

1 cm
Orange alga

Green alga

Table to record results for Questions 9-11
(TV\U[VMLHJOPUKPJH[VYSPJOLUVY
0

1

2

3

Amount of each indicator lichen on the trunk of each tree (0, 1, 2 or 3)

Example

Tree 1

Tree 2

Tree 3

Tree 4

Nitrogen-sensitive

1. Usnea

0

2. Evernia

0

3. Hypogymnia

1

Intermediate
4. Melanelixia

1

5. Flavoparmelia

2

6. Parmelia

1

Nitrogen-loving

7. Leafy Xanthoria

2

*\ZOPVU Xanthoria

1

9. Physcia

3

How many other
types of lichen?

4

;`WLZVMHSNHL
[PJR

Green

Orange 
None

Green

Green

Green

Green

Orange

Orange

Orange

Orange

None

None

None

None
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D Record lichens on twigs
Can you reach the twigs? If so, check if any of the indicator lichens
are present. Don’t spend more than 5 minutes looking.

t Avoid dead or fallen twigs
t Only record from twigs under 2 cm in diameter up to a length of
1 metre
Take care to avoid twigs in the eye!
If you cannot reach the twigs, just move onto Section E.

Nitrogen-sensitive lichens

Nitrogen-loving lichens

12. 9LJVYK[OLWYLZLUJLVMPUKPJH[VYSPJOLUZ^P[OH[PJRPU[OL[HISLVUWHNL
,U[LYaLYV0MVYLHJOPUKPJH[VYZWLJPLZ^OPJO^HZUV[WYLZLU[^OLU`V\SVVRLK

13. If there are green or orange algae on the twigs enter a tick in the box.

1 cm

1 cm
Orange alga

9

Green alga

Table to record results for Questions 12-13
Indicator lichen on the twigs of each tree ( if present,

0 if not present)

Leave the columns blank for the trees where you could not reach the twigs
safely

Example

Tree 1

Tree 2

Tree 3

Tree 4

Nitrogen-sensitive

1. Usnea

0

2. Evernia

0

3. Hypogymnia



Intermediate
4. Melanelixia



5. Flavoparmelia

0

6. Parmelia

0

Nitrogen-loving

7. Leafy Xanthoria



*\ZOPVU Xanthoria



9. Physcia



How many other
types of lichen?
;`WLZVMHSNHL
[PJR

4
Green

Green

Green

Green

Green

Orange 

Orange

Orange

Orange

Orange

None

None

None

None

None
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Activity 2: Tar spot of Sycamore
Choose 2-4 Sycamore trees. Use the ;YLL 0KLU[PÄJH[PVU .\PKL to
help you. You do not have to carry out the tar spot survey at the same
time or in the same place as the lichen survey.
*OVVZLSLH]LZMYVTLHJO[YLL;Y`[VZLSLJ[SLH]LZMYVTKPɈLYLU[
positions within the tree, and avoid taking all 10 leaves from the same
branch or same position.
There is no need to remove any of the leaves. Either choose leaves
still attached to the tree or collect fallen leaves from under the tree.
Answer Questions 1-5 for each tree (pages 11-13).
merged
spots count
as 2

ignore small
spots and
blemishes
tar spot
larger than
15mm in
diameter

:`JHTVYLSLHM^P[O
ML^[HYZWV[ZU\TILY
VM[HYZWV[Z$ 

:`JHTVYLSLHM^P[OOLH]`[HYZWV[
PUMLJ[PVUU\TILYVM[HYZWV[Z$

+H[LVMZ\Y]L`

A Site characteristics
1.9LJVYK[OLSVJH[PVUVM`V\YZP[LWVZ[JVKL6:NYPKYLMLYLUJL.7:YLHKPUN
Further help is available on the OPAL website if you are unsure of the exact location.
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2. Which of these best describes your site?

:[YLL[

Playing *O\YJO`HYK Farmland Garden Wasteland
ÄLSKWHYR

Upland

Woodland
edge

3.*HU`V\ZLLHU`VM[OLMVSSV^PUNULHY[VHU`VM[OL[YLLZ[OH[`V\HYLZHTWSPUN&

Busy
road

:L^HNL
treatment
works

0UK\Z[Y`
factory

Building
site or
quarry

-HYTSHUK
Playing
manure heap ÄLSKWHYR

None of
these

B Tree characteristics
4.9LJVYKMVYLHJO:`JHTVYL[YLL!

t
t

[OLNPY[OJPYJ\TMLYLUJLVMLHJO[Y\URPUJLU[PTL[YLZH[TL[YLZHIV]L[OL
ground
[OLHTV\U[VMMHSSLUSLH]LZS`PUN\UKLYLHJO[YLL$UVMHSSLUSLH]LZ
$HZTHSSHTV\U[VMMHSSLUSLH]LZ$SV[ZVMMHSSLUSLH]LZ

2
0

1

Tree 1
Trunk girth:

Tree 2
cm

Trunk girth:

Fallen leaves*:

Fallen leaves*:

Tree 3

Tree 4

Trunk girth:
Fallen leaves*:

cm

Trunk girth:

cm

cm

Fallen leaves*:

* 0 = no fallen leaves 1 = a small amount of fallen leaves 2 = lots of fallen leaves
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C Record leaf information
5. *OVVZLSLH]LZYHUKVTS`MYVTLHJO[YLL9LJVYKMVYLHJOSLHM!

Leaf
width
(cm)
Number
of tar
spots
Leaf
width
(cm)
Number
of tar
spots
Leaf
width
(cm)
Number
of tar
spots
Leaf
width
(cm)

13

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Leaf
number

Tree 1

Tree 2

Tree 3

Tree 4

t

[OLU\TILYVM[HYZWV[Z^OPJOHYLSHYNLY[OHUTT^PKLPUJS\KPUN
HU`WHY[PHSVYTLYNLKZWV[ZPNUVYLHU`ZTHSSTHYRZHUKISLTPZOLZ
[OL^PK[OVM[OLSLHMPUJTH[P[Z^PKLZ[WVPU[

Number
of tar
spots

t

What do your results mean?
Lichens and air quality
The lichens in the OPAL survey are known to respond to the levels of nitrogenJVU[HPUPUNHPYWVSS\[PVU0M`V\Y[YLLZHYLKVTPUH[LKI`UP[YVNLUZLUZP[P]LZWLJPLZSPRL
Usnea and Evernia[OLHPYPZSPRLS`[VILYLSH[P]LS`\UWVSS\[LK/V^L]LYPM[OL`HYL
KVTPUH[LKI`UP[YVNLUSV]PUNZWLJPLZSPRLXanthoria and Physcia[OLHPYPZSPRLS`[V
have high levels of nitrogen oxides or ammonia.

;YLL[Y\URH[[OLLKNLVMHÄLSKMLY[PSPZLKI`JV^
manure. Nitrogen-containing pollutants from
the manure have increased the abundance of
nitrogen-loving species

Tree trunk on the edge of woodland away from
sources of nitrogen, where the air is relatively
clean. Nitrogen-sensitive species of lichen are
abundant

Tar spot and air quality
;HYZWV[U\TILYZJHUILYLK\JLKI`HPYWVSS\[PVU0M`V\ÄUKML^[HYZWV[ZVU`V\Y
leaves, it may indicate that there are high levels of nitrogen oxides. However, it may
also indicate an absence of fungal spores from fallen leaves to cause the infection.

How will the new results help us to learn more?
The data collected by participants so far has helped us to understand how the OPAL
(PY:\Y]L`IPVPUKPJH[VYZYLZWVUK[VKPќLYLU[SL]LSZVMUP[YVNLUV_PKLZHUKHTTVUPH
HJYVZZ ,UNSHUK @V\ JHU SLHYU TVYL HIV\[ [OLZL ÄUKPUNZ VU [OL 67(3 ^LIZP[L
www.opalexplorenature.org /V^L]LY ^L HYL Z[PSS \UZ\YL HIV\[ [OL LќLJ[Z VM
other factors, such as climate, tree species, and other air pollutants.
>L[OLYLMVYLULLK`V\YOLSW[VNH[OLYTVYLKH[H(Z4HWZHUKZOV^WHNL
[OLSL]LSZVMUP[YVNLUV_PKLZHUKHTTVUPHHYLX\P[LKPќLYLU[PU:JV[SHUK>HSLZ
and Northern Ireland. More survey results from these parts of the UK, as well as for
[OLTHU`WHY[ZVM,UNSHUKMVY^OPJO^LOHKML^YLZ\S[Z^PSSHSSV^\Z[V\UKLYZ[HUK
T\JO TVYL JSLHYS` [OL LќLJ[Z VM IV[O UP[YVNLU V_PKLZ HUK HTTVUPH WVSS\[PVU VU
lichens and tar spot across the whole country.
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Further information
Lichens: An Illustrated Guide to the British and Irish Species+VIZVU
Lichens on Twigs>VSZLSL`1HTLZ (SL_HUKLY-PLSK:[\KPLZ*V\UJPS
www.nhm.ac.uk/jdsml/nature-online/lichen-id-guide
)YP[PZO3PJOLU:VJPL[`www.britishlichensociety.org.uk
Additional photographs of lichens at
www.opalexplorenature.org and at www.ispotnature.org

This activity is one of a series of nature surveys
KL]LSVWLK I` [OL 6WLU (PY 3HIVYH[VYPLZ 67(3
programme to help you get closer to your local
LU]PYVUTLU[ ^OPSL JVSSLJ[PUN PTWVY[HU[ ZJPLU[PÄJ
data. With funding from the Big Lottery Fund, our
network of leading universities, museums and
wildlife organisations has been developing citizen
science activities since 2007 and our resources
are available throughout the UK.
0M`V\»]LLUQV`LK[OPZZ\Y]L`^O`UV[[Y`HUV[OLY&
@V\JHUÄUKL]LY`[OPUN`V\ULLK[VNL[PU]VS]LKH[
www.opalexplorenature.org/surveys
You can also see what your data has revealed so far and discover a range
of ways to get more involved in studying the environment on our website:
www.opalexplorenature.org
www.facebook.com/opalexplorenature

@OPALnature

British
Lichen
Society
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